
 Sometimes We Like to SingKey D, first note D(do)
a cappella count-in: 1-- 2-- 1-- 2 -Some...

   Some    -    times           we      like            to         sing____________,          Some-
    But            some   -     times    we             do        not  ___________,           Want

times     we    like       to       sing _________,         to      sing           a -  long      with
to         sing    as       we're  taught________,         so       we       don't   sing        to

ev   -   'ry-  thing,    some - times         we     like           to        sing ________.
a  -     ny - thing,     'cause some    -  times    we           do        not_________.

anon
words:  LJ Clare

Canada

When "Do" is on a LineKey D, first note D(do)
a cappella count-in: 1and2and3and4when

anon
teaching song

"mi"      is      on       a         line _________         then     "so"         is     on          an-
"mi"       is     in        a        space _______          then     "so"          is     in          an-
Mi         mi    mi        mi      mi___________          mi       So           so    so          so

-oth   -   er    line         un   -   til            an  -  oth     -      er       time _______,
-oth    -  er   space      and      all           are     in           their      place_______.
so           so     so          so       mi            mi       re            re        doh________.

When       "do"              is        on             a           line ___________,           then
When       "do"              is        in              a           space__________,           then
Doh          doh            doh      doh           doh       doh____________,           doh

Sometimes We Like To Sing  LJClare
When “Do” Is On A Line

(tune:The Farmer In the Dell)

piano
teaching song, solfa, reading song, mood

Growl, scowl and mutter as you enjoy the second verse to this song.  Continue singing 
with the mp4 for a quick “reading” lesson.



Can Do Music 2    November    90 Lesley J Clare

"I think "sometimes" is a wonderful word.   Sometimes I am happy, sometimes 
I am sad.  Sometimes I want to stay up late, sometimes I'm tired and want to 
go to bed.  Sometimes I know the answer and sometimes I don't.   Do you 
have any "sometimes" things?"   (Listen to a few responses.)

"Here's a song with "sometimes" things in it.  Listen so you are ready to tell me 
about the "sometimes" things."   (Sing the whole song using a count-in.)

"Put your hand up to tell me about one of the "sometimes" things."

"This time, as you listen to the song, put the rhythm on your knees." 
(Demonstrate by saying/singing the first few words and patting the rhythm on your 
knees.).  "Ready?" (Sing  the song.).  "Good work.    Now listen while we use our 
hand to show where the pitch goes up and down.   Ready to listen and show 
pitch?"    (Sing the song.)

The two verses have very different ideas.   Let's make them sound different.   
How could we do that?  (loud, soft, fast, slow    ---Lead students into deciding how 
each verse shall be sung.  Ask for reasons behind the choices made   e.g. this verse is 
happy to its fast.   It may be helpful to use the word cards on the pocket chart again.)    
"Another way singers show differences in ideas is by singing so the words run 
into each other, smoothly;  legato   or singing so the words stand out from 
each other, detached, staccato   ---remember those words?  (Add these word 
cards to the pocket chart.)    Let's add that to the song as well.    Let your voices 
flow on the first verse, like this  (demo one line);  and on the second verse punch 
each word like this (demo one line).    Ready to sing,  wait for the count-in.

“Your turn to sing.  Can you remember the whole song?  Wait for the count-
in”  (Students sing song through.)

staccato

legato

presto

andante

allegro

tempo

piano

forte

dynamics

articulation

Print of one of the "music element" posters from the dvd digital resources and pin it up on the music board.

New Song:  New Song:  Sometimes We Like To Sing
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 Sometimes We Like to SingKey D, first note D(do)
a cappella count-in: 1-- 2-- 1-- 2 -Some...

   Some    -    times           we      like            to         sing____________,          Some-
    But            some   -     times    we             do        not  ___________,           Want

times     we    like       to       sing _________,         to      sing           a -  long      with
to         sing    as       we're  taught________,         so       we       don't   sing        to

ev   -   'ry-  thing,    some - times         we     like           to        sing ________.
a  -     ny - thing,     'cause some    -  times    we           do        not_________.

anon
words:  LJ Clare

Canada



If There Is Time ...

 Sometimes We Like to Sing
Key D, first note D(do)
a cappella count-in: 1-- 2-- 1-- 2 -Some...

   Some    -    times           we      like            to         sing____________,          Some-
    But            some   -     times    we             do        not  ___________,           Want

times     we    like       to       sing _________,         to      sing           a -  long      with
to         sing    as       we're  taught________,         so       we       don't   sing        to

ev   -   'ry-  thing,    some - times         we     like           to        sing ________.
a  -     ny - thing,     'cause some    -  times    we           do        not_________.

anon
words:  LJ Clare

Canada

Extra
 Time?

Every teacher and class has its own pace for learning/teaching.  Beginning September music lessons may 
take longer than expected.  Be patient with yourself and the class.  It takes time to get used to moving 
smoothly between several activities in one teaching block   e.g.  sitting and singing, moving around the 
classroom, listening to recorded music.   If everything in the plan doesn't get finished, earmark it for the 
second weekly music time.   In this curriculum, new ideas are  presented in the first music time each week.  
The second music time is for practice, building on songs, enrichment activities and singing, singing, 
singing.  If you only have one music period a week,  choose a few activities/ideas from the second weekly 
lesson to include in your music time.

However, the opposite can also be true.  Sometimes everything on the music plan will be done way before 
the "music" time is finished.   As the year goes on, you will accumulate ideas to use during the "extra" time.   
If you are the classroom teacher, then extra time is always welcome.  If you are a "visiting" music teacher, or 
you want a plan for a supply teacher, you may want to prepare for unexpected extra time with some of the 
ideas on the next page.

Not E
nough

 Time?

Even if students did not learn this song from CanDo2, the tune is part or reminiscent of many 
folksongs.    Ask students to listen for "feelings" or "emotion" as the song is played from the 
mp3 or played from the mp4(with visual blocked so students are depending and developing 
listening skills).   If students begin to sing along, stop the recordings immediately.   Remind 
students the instructions were "to listen" and start the recording again.   Repeat as many times 
as necessary to re-enforce the "listening" instruction.

"What was the mood(music word) or feelings you heard in this song?   (happiness, joy, 

anger, frustration, determination ...)   Use the feelings to help you sing along with the CD."
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